
THE BENEFITS OF USING A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM OR GPS

GPS (Global Positioning System) works through satellite technology and Smartphone apps, such as Google Maps, that
use GPS are also.

It can be used to help detect structural problems in roads and buildings, as well as predict natural disasters like
earthquakes through the monitoring of tectonic plate movement. The method can be used for criminal
purposes. When used alongside Internet applications, such as mobile apps or social media, GPS can
effectively track and record the location of a user, thus allowing companies to exploit geolocation data and
information for commercial purposes such as geo-targeted advertising. This type of surveying reduces
equipment and labor that was once required for completion of a surveying task. For instance, finding out
where the nearest hotel or gas station is, or discovering nearby restaurants that are open for business. That
means that the system is essentially free, although you may have to pay for a device and software to utilize it.
Backup travel maps with directions will help in the event of GPS system failure. Several consumer-grade
applications have been developed based on the advantages of global positioning system. The technology has
multipurpose and expansive applications. It provides data for civilians and military users. I explain each of the
main advantage of GPS in more detail below. Example: Google Earth Application. Businesses providing
company vehicles for salespeople and other employees to use during work hours can track where the vehicles
go throughout the day, ensuring that employees in the field remain focused and do not take advantage of
company assets. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. GPS works in all
weather so you need not to worry of the climate as in other navigating devices. GPS stands for global
positioning system which was created by US department of defense for the navigation of military in any part
of world under circumstances. With the GPS surveying this is no longer necessary. The accuracy is an issue,
GPS systems are not always updated, So, you do not know when a road has been closed or when a new road
has been opened, The updating comes across as a major hindrance. Time, Cost And Labor Saving Technique
â€” The traditional and conventional surveying can be very costly and time consuming process. Available
Anywhere One of the best features of GPS is that because it essentially works through satellite technology, it
is available across the entire globe. If you are using GPS on a battery operated device, there may be a battery
failure and you may need a external power supply which is not always possible.


